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Multi-Task Sequence Tagging for Emotion-Cause
Pair Extraction Via Tag Distribution Refinement
Chuang Fan , Chaofa Yuan, Lin Gui, Yue Zhang , Member, IEEE, and Ruifeng Xu , Member, IEEE

Abstract—The task emotion-cause pair extraction deals with
finding all emotions and the corresponding causes from emotion
texts. Existing joint methods solve it as multi-task learning, which
introduces two auxiliary tasks (i.e., emotion extraction and cause
extraction) to make use of task correlations for their mutual bene-
fits. However, these methods focus on capturing such correlations
by sharing parameters in an implicit way, not only have a limitation
of cannot explicitly model their information interaction, but also
suffer from low interpretability. Towards these issues, we propose
a multi-task sequence tagging framework, which can extract emo-
tions with the associated causes simultaneously by encoding their
distances into a novel tagging scheme. In addition, the output of
both auxiliary tasks can be directly used as inductive bias, to refine
the tag distribution for benefiting emotion-cause pair extraction, so
that the information exchange between them can be more explicit
and interpretable. Results show that our model achieves the best
performance, outperforming a number of competitive baselines by
at least 1.03% (p < 0.01) inF1 score. The comprehensive analysis
further confirms the superiority and robustness of our model.

Index Terms—Emotion-cause pair extraction, sequence tagging,
multi-task learning, tag distribution refinement.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMOTIONS play an important role in human communica-
tion and decision making [1]. Previous studies on emotion

analysis focus on emotion classification [2]–[6], which aims to
infer polarities and/or retrieve opinions from texts. However,
sometimes, we may care more about the stimuli, or the cause
why the people hold or change the emotion rather than a simple
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE ADOPTED FROM THE DATASET PROPOSED BY GUI ET AL. [15].

DARKER COLOR INDICATES EMOTIONS WHILE LIGHTER COLOR FOR THE

ASSOCIATED CAUSES. SUPERSCRIPTS DENOTE CLAUSE IDS AND “PER”
REPLACES THE PERSON NAME

category label. Accordingly, emotion cause extraction [7], which
aims at inferring the reason behind an emotion expression, has
attracted increasing interest. Traditional approaches for emotion
cause extraction depend on linguistic-based rules [8]–[11] or
feature engineering [12]–[16], which are time-consuming and
labor-intensive. Recent studies have solved this task using neural
models with well-designed attention mechanisms [17]–[19]. Gui
et al. [17] proposed a convolution-based attention mechanism to
store relevant context in different memory slots to better capture
word-level sequence features. Transformer based models [18]
achieved its superior performance to the multi-layer and multi-
head self-attention architecture. Also, emotion cause extraction
can benefit from the use of external sentiment resources and
prior knowledge for parameter constraints [19].

Although much progress has been made in the theories,
methods and experiments that support emotion cause extraction,
existing works require that emotions must be annotated before
extracting the causes, and this ignores the mutual benefits of
emotion-cause structure, restricting the range of applications in
real-world scenarios. Towards these issues, Xia and Ding [20]
presented a new task named emotion-cause pair extraction
(ECPE), aiming to extract all potential pairs of emotions and
the corresponding causes from unannotated texts. Consider the
emotion text shown in Table I. Here are two emotion-cause pairs:
(he enjoys it, with more... customers) and (but this... worry, his
parents... resignation). We can observe that even in the same
emotion text, there may be multiple opposite sentiment polarities
expressed by different affective words (e.g., enjoys and worry),
and associated with different causes. This suggests that we need
a comprehensive understanding of text content and structure to
perform causal reasoning and identify emotion-cause pairs from
negative ones.

In general, emotion-cause pair extraction is a more challeng-
ing task due to the inherent ambiguity and subtlety of emotions.
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Fig. 1. Previous multi-task learning vs. Our multi-task learning. EE and CE
are abbreviations of emotion extraction and cause extraction, respectively.

Existing two-step solutions have shown its effectiveness on
this task [20], which involve two procedures: 1) Extracting
emotions/causes from texts; 2) Pairing them and filtering out
negative pairs from all possible pairs. However, such pipelined
framework is suboptimal, leading to a drawback that mutually
beneficial of related tasks cannot be fully exploited. Besides,
error propagation may occur. As shown in Fig. 1(a), given the
strong correlation between emotion/cause extraction and ECPE,
multi-task learning with a shared encoder has been investigated
for modeling their mutual benefits [21]–[23]. Though achieving
the promising performance, we argue that it is risky to simply
rely on the parameter sharing to summarize or memorize such
multi-aspect correlations, e.g., the influence of predicted results
of EE/CE for ECPE and the relative distance information be-
tween emotions and causes. In addition, the interpretability of
how the emotion and cause information guide the emotion-cause
pair extraction is still weak, since the information exchange
between them is implicit.

In this paper, we propose a multi-task sequence tagging frame-
work with tag distribution refinement to address the above issues.
First, we regard emotion-cause pair extraction as a sequence tag-
ging problem. The challenge is to also include causal reasoning
into the tagging scheme, which means that the traditional BIO
tagging is not suitable for this task. Accordingly, we design a
tagging scheme with multiple labels, in which the information
of both emotions and the associated causes can be contained by
coding the distance between linked components. In this way, the
emotion-cause structure is integrated into a unified framework,
including representation learning, components extraction, and
causal reasoning.

Second, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the proposed framework also
solves ECPE with the help of two auxiliary tasks (i.e., EE and
CE), enabling the relevance of these tasks to be exploited. On the
top of the multi-task framework, the predicted tag distribution
of each clause is refined through an offset vector, which is
produced by directly using the output of the two auxiliary tasks
and the relative distance between two clauses. This operation
is performed explicitly on the outputs instead of only sharing
information through learning common feature representations.
As a result, our approach not only allows shared features, but also
models the relevance of different tasks explicitly and reduces
the predicted variance to improve the performance of each
other, thereby maximizing the mutual benefits and making the
interaction procedure more interpretable.

We conduct experiments on the benchmark dataset [15]. Re-
sults show that our approach achieves the best performance,

outperforming a number of competitive baselines by a large
margin on emotion-cause pair extraction (at least +1.03% in F1

measure). Extensive analysis further confirms the superiority
and robustness of our approach. The source code is avaiable at
https://github.com/HLT-HITSZ/MTST-ECPE.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Emotion Classification

In the field of affective computing, emotions have been
described as discrete and consistent responses to events with
significance for the organism [24]. There are two different views
on emotion representation [25]. The first indicates that basic
emotions have evolved through natural selection. Plutchik [26]
proposed eight basic emotions: sadness, anger, disgust, fear,
surprise, curiosity, acceptance, and joy. Following this study,
Ekman further derived six primary emotions, namely happiness,
sadness, fear, anger, disgust and surprise [27]. In the second
view, according to cognition, the emotions can be mapped into
the valence, arousal, and dominance (VAD) dimensions. Valence
goes from very positive feelings to very negative; Arousal indi-
cates states like sleepy to excited; and dominance relates to the
strength of emotions [28], [29].

Various studies have been conducted to identify different
categories of emotions. For example, Xu et al. [30] proposed
a coarse-to-fine analysis strategy considering the similarity
and adjacency of sentences. Beck et al. [31] proposed a low-
rank coregionalization approach, which combines a vector-
valued Gaussian Process with a rich parameterisation scheme
to learn correlations and anti-correlations between emotions. Li
et al. [32] converted sentence-level emotion classification into a
factor graph inferring problem in which the label and context
dependence are both modeled as factor functions. Relations
of different emotions are also incorporated into the learning
algorithm to improve the accuracy of emotion classification [33].
Chang et al. [6] proposed a principle-based approach to learn
emotion templates. Such feature-based methods have been in-
vestigated not only for text-based data, but also for voice [34],
[35] and facial imagery [36]–[41]. Recent studies have paid
attention to solving the task using deep neural models with well
designed attention mechanisms [42]–[46]. These models are
powerful to learn relevant and complex feature representations
without using any traditional hand-crafted features. However,
classification-based emotion analysis focuses on the emotion
expressions that have been observed, and may ignore the evolve-
ment of human emotions, such as the provocation, evolution, and
aftermath of emotions.

B. Emotion Cause Extraction

To capture fine-grained information concerning emotions,
more studies have sought to extract key elements for the pro-
voked emotions, such as discovering the cause or the stimuli
behind an emotion expression. Lee et al. [7] first proposed
emotion cause extraction task and defined it as a word-level
extraction task. They manually constructed a dataset from the
Academia Sinica Balanced Chinese Corpus with cause event
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annotation, and generalized a series of linguistics rules for
this task. Machine learning methods with hand-crafted features
and classifiers such as support vector machines (SVMs) and
conditional random fields (CRFs) were also adopted to detect
emotion causes [9], [13]. In addition, there are also some works
on cause detection for Chinese microblogs using a multiple-
user structure dataset and formalized two cause detection tasks
(current-subtweet-based cause detection and original-subtweet-
based cause detection) [47]–[50].

Chen et al. [51] converted the task from word-level to
clause-level and extracted causes using six groups of manually
constructed linguistic cues. Following this task setting, Gui et
al. [15] released a Chinese corpus collected from SINA city
news,1 which was followed by most recent studies in this field.
Gui et al. further [17] proposed a convolutional attention mecha-
nism to store relevant context in different memory slots to model
context information of words. The context around the emotion
words was also considered to better model the mutual impacts
between candidate emotions and the associated causes [52].
Li et al. [53] proposed a multi-attention-based neural model
to capture the mutual influences of emotion-cause structure to
generate better representations. Xu et al. [16] proposed a learn-
ing to re-rank method involving both emotion-dependent and
emotion-independent features to detect causes. Fan et al. [19]
incorporated sentiment- and position-based regularization to
restrain the parameter learning. The hierarchical network ar-
chitecture [54] and Transformer based model [55] were also
explored for emotion cause extraction.

C. Emotion-Cause Pair Extraction

Existing approaches on emotion cause extraction rely on
emotion annotations, which are time-consuming and expensive,
limiting the applications in real-word scenarios. Targeting this
issue, Xia and Ding [20] proposed a novel task based on ECE,
namely emotion-cause pair extraction (ECPE), the goal is to
extract emotions and the corresponding causes from unanno-
tated emotion texts. Accordingly, they tackled this task in two
subtasks: 1) Extracting emotion and cause clauses separately;
2) Training a classifier to filter out negatived pairs. However,
due to inherent drawback of the pipelined framework, error
propagation may occur from the first procedure to the second.
Recent studies have attempted to solve this task using a unified
framework. For instance, [56] regarded the task as a link pre-
diction problem and learned to link from emotions to causes by
using a vanilla multi-task framework. [57] explored a multi-level
attention mechanism to model the relationship between two
clauses in emotion-cause structure. Fan et al. [22] converted the
task into a procedure of parsing-like directed graph construction
and designed a novel transition-based system to incrementally
generate the directed graph with labeled edges, from which
they can recognize emotions and the corresponding causes si-
multaneously. Ding et al. [21] represented emotion-cause pairs
by using a 2D representation scheme and integrated the 2D
emotion-cause pair representation, interaction, and prediction

1[Online]. Available: http://news.sina.com.cn/society/

into a joint framework. Wei et al. [23] tackled emotion-cause pair
extraction from a ranking perspective, applying graph attention
to learn the feature representations by considering the interre-
lations between clauses, and enhanced the representations with
kernel-based relative position embedding for effective ranking.

Our model differs from existing works in two main aspects.
First, we formulate ECPE as a sequence tagging problem and
design a novel tagging scheme accordingly, so that each in-
put can be parsed with linear time complexity. Second, we
achieve information exchange between ECPE and EE/CE using
a tag distribution refinement strategy, such explicit modeling
between related tasks has been shown useful in various NLP
researches [58]–[61], which can not only improve the perfor-
mance, but also make the improvements more interpretable.

III. METHOD

A. Task Definition

A formal definition of emotion-cause pair extraction is de-
scribed in [20]. Briefly, given an emotion document X =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) consisting of n manually segmented clauses,
with several emotions and at least one cause corresponding to
each emotion. The goal of ECPE is to output all potential clause
pairs where hold a causal relation:

P = {· · · , (xe
i , x

c
j), · · · } (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) (1)

where xe
i is an emotion clause, and xc

j is the corresponding
cause clause. As shown in Table I, this task is defined at the
clause level. That is, in this paper, the “emotion” and “cause”
are refer to “emotion clause” and “cause clause,” respectively.

B. Model Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, our model receives a document as input
at each time and assigns a task-specific tag to every clause,
from which emotions with the associated causes can be extracted
simultaneously. To be specific, we first design a novel tagging
scheme (Section III-C) and then use BERT [62] with a bidirec-
tional LSTM [63] as the encoding layer, to extract both the word-
and clause-level sequential context. The outputs of encoding
layer, along with the predicted tags are fed into a unidirectional
LSTM to generate the final hidden states, which are used to
sequentially predict the distribution of emotion, cause, and tag
for each clause, respectively (Section III-D). We further refine
the tag distribution of each clause by directly using the output of
emotion extraction and cause extraction, to model their mutual
benefits more explicit (Section III-E).

C. The Tagging Scheme

Given a document X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) with n clauses and
corresponding linguistic labels Y = (yt1, y

t
2, . . . , y

t
n) with equal

length, our goal is to learn a parameterized mapping function
fθ : X → Y from input clauses to ECPE-specific tags. The
traditional BIO tags are not suitable for this task, since we need
to identify the emotion causality between two clauses which
may be discontinuous in an emotion text.
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our model (take the example in Table I as an input for ease of illustration). Prob. is the abbreviation for Probability.

Fig. 3. Distribution of distances d between emotion-cause structure in the
dataset released by Gui et al. [15].

We tackle this challenge by focusing on the identification of
causes2 and designing a novel tagging scheme to include the
emotion causality into the tags. In particular, we sequentially tag-
ging each clause xi ∈ X with a two-tuple label yti = (b, d) ∈ Y ,
where b ∈ {C,O} and d ∈ {−(n− 1), . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , n−
1,⊥}. Tag “C” represents the “cause” tag, which means that
the current clause is a cause, while the tag “O” represent the
“other” categories. d encodes the distance between a cause and
its triggered emotion, e.g., “-1” denotes that the previous clause
is the corresponding emotion, while “1” the succeeding clause.
The special symbol ⊥ indicates when a particular slot is not
filled (e.g., a non-cause clause b = O has no related emotion,
thus it always associates with the symbol ⊥).

For each emotion textX , the total number of tags inY isNt =
2 ∗ (n− 1) + 1 + 1, which relies on the length of X , resulting
in inconsistency during training. Empirically, in emotion events,
causes usually occur at positions which are very close to the
emotions. As shown in Fig. 3, ∼55% of emotion-cause pairs
have a distance tag “1,” that is, emotions are behind the causes

2If we focus on the identification of emotions, we cannot assign all rational
tags when an emotion is associated with multiple causes, because different causes
have different relative distances to the emotion.

they attach to. Overall, ∼95% of emotion-cause distances lie
in {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}. Thus, we could use a hyperparameter r to
limit the range of emotion that is associated with the current
cause (i.e., d ∈ {−r, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , r,⊥}). Then, we have a
total number of Nt = 2(r + 1) tags, which can keep consistent
during training.

For example, in Table I, we label the third clause with a tag
(C, 2), given it is the cause of the fifth clause which behind it
with a distance of 2. Similarly, the seventh clause is assigned to
(C,−1), since its emotion clause before it with a distance of 1.
Other clauses are assigned to (O,⊥). That is, the whole texts
are labeled as: [(O,⊥)1, . . ., (C, 2)3, . . ., (C,−1)7, (O,⊥)8].

D. Multi-Task Sequence Tagging Framework

Sequence Tagging Encoder. Given an emotion text X =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) consisting of n clauses with each clause xi =
(wi1, wi2, . . . , wim) containing m words, we first formulate
each clause as a sequence x̃i = ([CLS], wi1, . . . , wim, [SEP]),
where [CLS] is a special token that the final hidden state is used
as the aggregate sequence features and [SEP] is a dummy token
not used in this work. We then obtain a hidden representation xi

=BERT(x̃i)∈ Rdh where dh is the hidden dimension of the pre-
trained BERT model. In this way, the input clauses are encoded
into a sequence of distributed vectors X = [x1,x2, . . . ,xn].
Subsequently, we use a bidirectional LSTM to encode the X
into more context-sensitive representations, which yields:

−→
h i =

−−−−→
LSTMen(xi,

−→
h i−1; θ−−−−−→LSTMen

) (2)

←−
h i =

←−−−−
LSTMen(xi,

←−
h i+1; θ←−−−−−LSTMen

) (3)

where
−→
h i ∈ Rdr ,

←−
h i ∈ Rdr , and dr is the hidden size of the

both LSTMs. The two directional hidden states are concatenated
as hi = [

−→
h i,
←−
h i], which is fed into our decoder.

Sequence Tagging Decoder. The LSTM-Softmax ap-
proach [64] is used to model the output distribution over the class
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tags and to output the sequence of predicted tags. Specifically,
considering the i-th clause in this document, the output of
sequence tagging encoder hi along with the last tag embedding
yt
i−1 are fed into the decoder. Subsequently, the output of de-

coder si is transformed through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
for the softmax layer over tag vocabularies. Formally, the label
of xi is predicted as the (Eq.5).

si = LSTMde(hi, si−1,yt
i−1; θLSTMde

) (4)

p(yti = lt|x1:i) =
exp(w	t si + bt)∑Nt

t′=1 exp(w
	
t′ si + bt′)

(5)

where wt, wt′ and bt, bt′ denote weight vectors and bias
vectors, respectively, lt is the ground truth of clause xi for tag
prediction, andNt is the total number of tags. We train our model
to maximize the log-likelihood of the data, and the objective
function for tag prediction is defined as:

Otag =

|D|∑
1

n∑
i

logp(yti = lt|x1:i; θtag) (6)

where |D| is the size of training set, n is the length of docu-
ment X , and p(yti = lt|x1:i; θtag) is the normalized predictive
probability of the tag lt.

Multi-task Learning. Intuitively, the ECPE task can benefit
from the detection of emotion and cause. For instance, if we
know that a clause is an emotion, the corresponding causes have a
high probability of being in its surrounding clauses. Considering
the strong correlations among EE, EC, and ECPE, we extend our
model to a multi-task architecture to improve the generalization
by taking advantage of the inductive bias in training signals of
related tasks. Specifically, we feed si into two output layers to
predict whether a clause is an emotion/cause or not. Firstly, a
MLP is used to predict the probability distribution of xi being
an emotion:

p(yei = le|xi) =
exp(w	e si + be)∑2

e′=1 exp(w
	
e′si + be′)

(7)

(8)

where we, we′ and be, be′ denote weight vectors and bias
vectors, respectively. le is the label of xi for emotion extrac-
tion. Thus, the log-likelihood objective function for emotion
extraction can be defined as:

Oemo =

|D|∑
1

n∑
i

logp(yei = le|xi; θemo) (9)

Similarity, the probability distribution of xi being a cause and
the related objective function can be obtained by:

p(yci = lc|xi) =
exp(w	c si + bc)∑2

c′=1 exp(w
	
c′si + bc′)

(10)

Ocau =

|D|∑
1

n∑
i

logp(yci = lc|xi; θcau) (11)

where wc, wc′ and bc, bc′ denote weight vectors and bias
vectors, respectively. lc is the label of xi for cause extraction.

In this work, we employ the sum of the above three terms as
the final objective function:

O = Maxθ

{
λOtag +

1− λ

2
Oemo +

1− λ

2
Ocau

}
(12)

where θ denotes all the parameters in this model and λ guides
the model to achieve the best trade-off among the three types of
objective functions.

E. Tag Distribution Refinement

The goal of refining tag distribution is to leverage the correla-
tions between different tasks explicitly and exploit information
interaction for improvements. Specifically, the tag distribution
of each clause is refined by an offset vectorv, which is computed
by directly using the output of two auxiliary tasks (i.e., emotion
extraction and cause extraction). In this way, we can make it easy
to show how the two auxiliary tasks guide the emotion-cause pair
extraction intuitively.

Formally, for each xi ∈ X , we first consider a clause window
consisting of xi and r surrounding clauses located immediately
to the left and right ofxi. This gives us a window of clauses in the
size of 2r + 1, named as “clause chunk” and denoted as K. We
define the tag distribution refinement strategy over such a clause
chunk, which we believe convey the most relevant information
compared to other distant clauses.

Considering a clause chunk centered on xi, according to
our multi-task sequence tagging scheme, we have pt

k ∈ RNt ,
pe
k ∈ R2, pc

k ∈ R2 to denote the predictive distribution of tag,
emotion, and cause for each xk ∈ K (k = i is allowed), respec-
tively. We use p(yek = 1|xk) and p(yck = 1|xk) to denote the
probability of xk being an emotion and a cause, respectively.
In particular, p(ytk = j|xk) can indicate the probability that xi

and xk forms an emotion-cause pair (where j ∈ [−r, r] encodes
the distance between xk and xi) or indicate the probability that
xk is not a cause (j = ⊥). Intuitively, if p(yei = 1|xi) increases,
p(ytk = j|xk) should also increase. We model this correlation
explicitly by:

p̃t
k =

{
pt
k + vk p(yei = 1|xi) > 0.5

pt
k − vk p(yei = 1|xi) ≤ 0.5

(13)

where p̃t
k is the refined tag distribution of xk, vk ∈ RNt is an

offset vector which is calculated by considering p(yei = 1|xi),
p(yck = 1|xk), and the relative distance between xi and xk.
According to the cohesion and coherence of discourse [65],
the probability of two close clauses holding a causal relation
is relatively higher than those have a long distance. Thus, to
measure the importance of this distance information, we have:

wi
k = 1− |posk − posi|+ γ

l + 2γ
(14)

where |posk − posi| is the absolute value of distance between
xk and xi. γ is a factor for smoothing purposes (we set γ = 0.5
in this work) and l is the number of clauses. In this way, the
closer the distance between xk and xi, the greater the weight
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Fig. 4. An example of tag refinement about the third clause (k = 3) in Table I.
For ease of understanding, assume r = 2 and i = 5. In this setting, xi=5

and xk=3 form an emotion-cause pair. During tagging, we want the model
to assign the highest probability to ptk=3 = 2, since xi=5 behind xk=3 with
a distance of 2, but our model fail to do this. However, if we know xk=3 and
xi=5 located in a relatively small distance, and they have higher probabilities
to be a cause and an emotion, respectively, we then have a strong posterior
belief to improve the probability of ptk=3 = 2 and reduce those of others (i.e.,
j = −2,−1, 0, 1,⊥). According to Eq.14-16, we can obtain an offset vector
vk=3 to refine its distribution and then may generate a better distribution p̃t

k=3

with the highest probability is assigned to p̃tk=3 = 2.

of wi
k. Regarding each element in vk, there are two situations

based on our assumption. If p(yei = 1|xi) > 0.5,

vuk =

{
αk · (1− p(ytk = j|xk)) u = j

−αk · (1− p(ytk = j|xk))/(Nt − 1) u �= j
(15)

where αk is a factor to control how much probability should
be transfered to tag j from other tags. Given the intuition that
p(yei = 1|xi), p(yck = 1|xk) andwi

k should directly proportional
to p(ytk = j|xk), αk can be calculated by:

αk = wi
k · p(yei = 1|xi) · p(yck = 1|xk) (16)

In contrast, when p(yei = 1|xi) ≤ 0.5, the probability of tag
j should be transfered to other tags, thus:

vuk =

{
αk · p(ytk = j|xk) u = j

−αk · p(ytk = j|xk)/(Nt − 1) u �= j

(17)

αk = (1− wi
k) · (1− p(yei = 1|xi)) · (1− p(yck = 1|xk))

(18)

Based on the above procedures, the tag distribution of each
xk ∈ K will be updated incrementally. Since

∑
p̃t
k = 1 is guar-

anteed by our refinement strategy, the revised distribution p̃t
k can

be directly applied to extract emotion-cause pairs. Fig. 4 shows
an illustration of tag distribution refinement.

For efficient decoding, we employ a greedy search algorithm
to choose the maximum probability tags during testing. Besides,
our refinement strategy is only performed in the inference stage,
which do not introduce any additional parameters, and only
influence the training of standard model parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Settings

Dataset. We use the dataset released by Gui et al. [15] to
conduct our experiments. To better meet the ECPE task setting,

TABLE II
STATISTICAL INFORMATION OF THE DATASET FOR EVALUATION

we merge the samples with same text content into one sample and
label each emotion-cause pair in this sample, which is consistent
with [20]–[22]. The details are listed in Table II.

There are two different data split strategies in previous stud-
ies, Fan et al. [22] stochastically divides the corpus into a
training/development/test set in a ratio of 8:1:1 and evaluates
their method 20 times with different data splits, while Ding et
al. [20] adopts 10-fold cross-validation for evaluation. In this
paper, we perform our model using the both data splits to obtain
comprehensive and statistically credible results.

Evaluation. We choose standard Precision(P ), Recall (R)
and F-measure (F1) as the evaluation metrics and report the
average results over 20/10 runs: When extracting emotion-cause
pairs, we obtain emotions and causes for each text simulta-
neously. Thus, we also evaluate the performance of emotion
extraction and cause extraction using P , R and F1.

Hyperparameters. We use BERTChinese as the basis3 and
train the model for 10 epochs in total using Adam [66] with 1e-5
learning rate for BERT parameters and 1e-3 learning rate for the
rest. Grid search is performed over r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and λ ∈
{0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90}. The hidden size of LSTMs
and MLP layers is set to 256. We set the mini-batch size to 3
and set the coefficient of L2 term to 1e-5. We also add dropout
with a rate of 0.5 for each MLP layer and adopt early stopping
to avoid overfitting.

Baselines. We compare our model with the below methods.
� Indep: Emotion extraction and cause extraction are trained

independently. Then they pair them and eliminate the pairs
that have no emotion causality;

� Inter-CE: Different from Indep, the predictions of cause
extraction are used to improve emotion extraction;

� Inter-EC: It is similar to Inter-CE except that the pre-
dictions of emotion extraction are used to improve cause
extraction. The above three models follow pipeline frame-
work and were proposed in [20].

� E2EECPE [56]: A multi-task learning method, which
regards emotion-cause pair extraction as a link prediction
task [67] and learns to link from emotions to causes.

� LAE-MANN [57]: A joint model with a multi-level at-
tention mechanism, which can capture both the word- and
clause-level dependency relations for emotion extraction
and emotion-cause pair extraction.

� ECPE-2D [21]: This method represents each emotion-
cause pair by using a 2D representation scheme, and in-
tegrates the 2D emotion-cause pair representation, interac-
tion, and prediction into a joint model.

3[Online]. Available: https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON BOTH DATA SPLITS. RESULTS ARE AVERAGES OVER 10/20 RUNS. ∗ DENOTES THE RESULTS ARE IMPLEMENTED IN THIS PAPER

ACCORDING TO THEIR RELEASED CODE, AND † DENOTES THE BASELINES ARE ALSO USING BERT AS THE BASIC ENCODER (p < 0.01)

� TransECPE [22]: A transition-based system which recasts
emotion-cause pair extraction as a procedure of directed
graph construction, from which emotions and the corre-
sponding causes can be extracted simultaneously through
a sequence of actions.

� RankCP [23]: The current state-of-the-art method, which
solves emotion-cause pair extraction from a ranking per-
spective and emphasizes inter-clause modeling to perform
end-to-end extraction.4

� Our-baseline: Our multi-task sequence tagging frame-
work without using the tag distribution refinement, which
is described in Section III-D.

B. Main Results

Table III reports the results on the two data splits. Regard-
ing pipelined methods, we can observe that Indep yields the
lowest performance, because it trains the model individually
and ignores the interactive information between emotions and
causes. Inter-CE and Inter-EC obtain better results by exploit-
ing this relevance. The joint models consistently outperform
pipelined methods on both data splits, demonstrating the su-
periority of reducing error propagation and capturing the inter-
dependence of related tasks through parameter sharing. Among
them, E2EECPE is a vanilla multi-task framework and performs
worst. LAE-MANN introduces a multi-level attention mecha-
nism to model the correlations of different task, thus obtains
better results. ECPE-2D learns features by using a 2D repre-
sentation scheme, can achieve better information interaction to
improve the performance. TransECPE uses a well-designed
transition system which can capture rich non-local features for
prediction, thus outperforming the previous baselines. RankCP

4[Online]. Available: https://github.com/Determined22/Rank-Emotion-
Cause

learns clause pair representations using graph attention and
further enhances the representations with kernel-based relative
position embedding. Besides, it leverages an external sentiment
lexicon to assist emotion-cause pair extraction, thus achieving
the current best performance.

Our-baseline produces comparable or better results
compared to the above baselines (except RankCP). Since
previous baselines mostly rely on Cartesian product to compute
the likelihood of clause pair candidates. Our-baseline is
designed to assign a tag to each clause, which can greatly
reduce negative samples, thus yield better performance. With
the tag distribution refinement, our full model can further
improve the performance over all the tasks, especially for
emotion-cause pair extraction (+2.79% and +2.63% in F1

respectively). This shows the superior of exploiting the mutual
benefits of related tasks explicitly. Moreover, our full model
significantly exceeds RankCP with p less than 0.01 in t-test.
Specifically, on 10-fold data splits, our full model boosts
cause extraction (by 4.86% in precision and 0.51% in F1)
and emotion-cause pair extraction (by 6.27% in precision and
1.03% in F1). While on 20-fold data splits, the results of most
baselines have different decreases. Our full model still achieves
higher performance for cause extraction and emotion-cause pair
extraction (+1.24% and +1.63% in F1 respectively). This again
shows the clear advantage of modeling their mutual benefits in
an explicit manner. An interesting observation is that the tag
distribution refinement strategy can also improve emotion/cause
extraction. One possible reason is that, once our model corrects
two clauses as an emotion-cause pair by refining the tag
distribution, which means one of the both is an emotion while
the other is a cause, so that the predicted results of emotion/cause
extraction can also have an opportunity to be corrected.

On the other hand, the performance of emotion extraction
is worse than RankCP, which requires ANTUSD [68] as a
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TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON BOTH DATA SPLITS WITH DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS. RESULTS ARE AVERAGES OVER 10/20 RUNS

sentiment lexicon to assist prediction. In contrast, our model
does not require any additional resources.

C. Ablation for Objective Functions

Our model is trained with a mixture of three supervision sig-
nals: Otag , Oemo, and Ocau (see Eq.12). To verify the effect of
different supervision, we train our model using different combi-
nations of objective functions. The results are given in Table IV.
When only using Otag , the performance of emotion-cause pair
extraction drops heavily on both data splits (at least -6.53%
in precision, -11.55% in recall, and -9.33% in F1). However,
when Oemo and Ocause are considered, we can observe signif-
icant improvements for the emotion-cause pair extraction task.
This indicates that introducing the two supervision (emotion
and cause) signals can allow our model to learn better clause
representations. We also note that our full model further boosts
the performance by at least 1.29%, 6.17%, and 2.87% in F1

measure over all the tasks, respectively. These results show the
importance of using interactive information contained in the
training signals of related tasks. Our full model can learn such
joint features more effective with the help of tag distribution
refinement.

D. More Insights Into Our Model

To gain better insights into our model, we conduct further
experiments to understand the effect on performance by using:
1) different values of λ; 2) different values of LSTM layer; 3)
different values of r;

1) Effect of the Value of λ: During the training stage, the
threshold λ guides the model to achieve the best trade-off among
the three objective functions. In general, it is intuitive to set
0.5 as the default threshold, but the optimal values for different
tasks could be different. Therefore, we conduct experiments to
explore the impact of λ on test set over the both data splits. We
set λ ∈ (0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 0.75, 0.90) and show the results
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for our full model, the optimal
thresholds for these three tasks are 0.15, 0.30/0.45, 0.60, re-
spectively. The lower value of λ is, the higher weight for training
emotion extraction and cause extraction. Thus the performance
of these two tasks obtain the best results when the value of λ

is lower. However, when λ > 0.60, although it is beneficial for
emotion-cause pair extraction, the poor performance of both
emotion extraction and cause extraction lowered the overall

Fig. 5. Experimental results over the three tasks with different λ values on
both data splits. Results are averages over 10/20 runs.

Fig. 6. Experimental results over the three tasks with different LSTM layers
on both data splits. Results are averages over 10/20 runs.

performance, because the output of the two tasks is directly used
to refine the tag distribution. We choose λ = 0.60 as the final
value since it gives the highest results for emotion-cause pair
extraction.

2) Effect of Different Values of LSTM Layer: To analyze the
effect of using different values of LSTM layer, we set the num-
bers of LSTM layer from 0 to 4 for both the encoding layer and
decoding layer, results are shown in Fig. 6. We can see that the
performance trend on both data splits is similar. The single layer
model achieves the highest results. When removing the LSTM
layer from our model, the results of all the tasks reduces heavily,
since such model is unable to capture the contextual information
at clause-level. However, with the increasing number of layers,
the performance also decreases seriously, especially when the
value of layer is 4. The reason may be that the dataset for this task
is small, and more parameters will lead to overfitting. Thus, we
choose single LSTM layer in our final model because it performs
best.

3) Effect of Different Values of r: We further design a series
of experiments to explore the effect of the range of emotion (r) on
both data splits. The results are shown in Fig. 7. We can observe
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TABLE V
EXAMPLES OF PREDICTED EMOTION-CAUSE PAIRS. DARKER COLOR INDICATES THE EMOTION WHILE LIGHTER COLOR FOR THE ASSOCIATED CAUSE. † DENOTES

A CLAUSE HAS EMOTION-CAUSE STRUCTURE ITSELF, RED COLOR DENOTES INCORRECT PREDICTIONS. “PER” REPLACES THE PERSON NAME.

Fig. 7. Experimental results over the three tasks with different ranges of
emotion on both data splits. Results are averages over 10/20 runs.

that the F1 measure of emotion extraction, cause extraction, and
emotion-cause pair extraction improves with increasing values
of r and peaks when r = 3. Further increasing the value of r
results in worse performance. Intuitively, a small value of r leads
to a small clause chunk to be used for tag distribution refinement,
making the model ignore some crucial cues during information
interaction. However, the excessive value of r will enlarge the
search space, may introduce irrelevant information. In our final
experiments, we set the value of r to 3, since it gives the best
performance.

E. Comparison on Extracting Multiple Pairs

In this section, we compare the results for extracting multiple
pairs from one text. We divide each fold’s test set into two
subsets: one subset contains texts having only one emotion-cause
pair, and the other subset contains texts having two or more
emotion-cause pairs. We conduct this experiment on 10-fold
data splits, which is consistent with RankCP. The results on
two subsets are listed in Table VI. It can be seen that our full
model achieves comparable results on the first subset (only
-0.26% in F1). However, our full model improves the results

TABLE VI
COMPARATIVE RESULTS FOR TEXTS WITH ONLY ONE AND MORE THAN ONE

EMOTION-CAUSE PAIR

by 8.18% in F1 on the second subset, thereby giving higher
overall performance for emotion-cause pair extraction. This
demonstrates that our full model is relatively more robust for
texts having more than one emotion-cause pairs.

F. Case Study

We present case studies with some typical examples selected
from the test set to better analyze how our model works in
extracting emotion-cause pairs with/without using the tag distri-
bution refinement. The results are shown in Table V. To make
it easier to visualize the results, we highlight the emotion-cause
structure with different colors and distinguish emotion/cause
with different color intensities. Example 1 and Example 2 are
two simple texts with one emotion and one associated cause.
Besides, the relative distance between them is small (0 and 1,
respectively), thus it is easy for our full model and Our-baseline
to extract correct pairs. For Example 3, we can see that our full
model is able to extract correct pairs. However, Our-baseline
shows a incorrectly predicted pair (8, 8). One possible reason
is that there is an affective word “injuries” and a causal
conjunction “because” in this clause, Our-baseline may fo-
cus on these informative words but ignore the transition word
“but”and the negation word “not,” thus regards the clause as
an emotion-cause pair.
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TABLE VII
ERROR ANALYSIS. “PER” REPLACES THE PERSON NAME

Similarly, in Example 4, there is a transition word “but”
in the emotion “but what made the old man angry
is that”. Our full model can correct the prediction made by
Our-baseline. The two cases above show that our full model
is more robust for transitions and negations. This is intuitively
reasonable, since it can capture more effective cues for sup-
porting its tag distribution refinement. Example 5 is still with
one emotion and one associated cause but with nonadjacent
emotion-cause structure, compared to Our-baseline, which ex-
tracts nothing in this example, our full model still outputs the
correct pair. This shows that the tag distribution refinement
strategy has capacity to extract the emotion-cause pairs which
have long-range dependencies by using rich emotion- and cause-
related features explicitly.

Example 6 to Example 8 are texts with multiple emotion-
cause pairs, which are more challenging for prediction. Example
6 contains one emotion associated with two different causes.
Our-baseline can only detect one of the both pairs, the reason
may be that it has a poor performance on such situations of which
the relative distance more than 1, and our full model can solve
it better through refined tag distribution. Example 7 contains
two emotion-cause pairs, and one of them sharing the same
clause. Our-baseline performs causal reasoning incorrectly and
predicted an incorrect pair (4, 3). Example 8 is a more complex
situation that contains multiple emotions with different causes
in different clauses. Our full model still works better than Our-
baseline. The examples above show that the output of emotion
extraction and cause extraction can be directly used as inductive
bias to refine the tag distribution for each clause. With such
explicit information interaction, our full model is able to obtain
better results.

G. Error Analysis

We find that most of the errors can be broadly represented
by three types of examples, as shown in Table VII. The first
type of errors is shown in Example 1, where the same cause
becomes the stimulus of multiple emotions, and these emotions
express opposite sentiment polarity. Our model has difficulty
in dealing with such cases. Another type of errors occurr when
there are multiple emotion-cause structure but some of them
have a very long distance, as shown in Example 2. Our model
has no capacity to extract the pair (16, 12), since the relative
distance between them is 4, which exceeds the range of emotion
(r = 3 in this work). It is worth investigating how to achieve full
coverage in future work. Example 3 is a very complex text with

intricate emotion-cause structure. Hence our model is unable
to detect all the emotions and causes with inferring the causal
relation between them correctly. It would be interesting to see if
incorporating discourse features could assist our model to learn
latent relations between emotions and causes better and thus lead
to the improvement of the performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed method to improve emotion-cause
pair extraction on two dimensions: a) tackling the task from
a sequence tagging perspective and designing a novel tagging
scheme accordingly, so that emotion-cause pair extraction with
two auxiliary tasks (i.e., EE and CE) can be integrated into a uni-
fied framework through multi-task learning, and b) refining tag
distribution for each clause by directly using the output of the two
auxiliary tasks, thereby maximizing the mutual benefits between
different tasks and making the information interaction more
interpretable. On the benchmark dataset, our method improves
emotion-cause pair extraction by at least 1.03% (p < 0.01) inF1

measure. Extensive analysis further confirms the effectiveness
and robustness of our method, especially in the condition of
extracting multiple pairs in one texts.
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